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The best
of Lennox®
innovation—
with a simple
touch.

So simple. So smart.
So comfortable.
™

The new icomfort by Lennox™ system synchronizes Lennox’ most
advanced products with a sleek, menu-driven touchscreen
thermostat. It’s so simple, the thermostat can be programmed
in seconds. It’s so smart, system components exchange
information as needed to optimize performance. All this
adds up to a home environment so comfortable, you can relax
and enjoy conversations with good friends and close family
without thinking twice about your HVAC system.

Bringing together the best of Lennox
The icomfort™ system is centered around the amazingly simple,
yet brilliantly sophisticated, icomfort Touch™ thermostat. This
easy-to-use touchscreen thermostat is the “brain” of the
system, sensing the environment and optimizing Dave Lennox
Signature® Collection flagship products. The result is the highest
level of comfort and innovation Lennox has to offer.

a system that can only be defined as genius
Discover the true balance of energy savings and comfort
Achieving your ideal home environment has never been so easy and effortless.
Simply set the icomfort Touch to meet your specific comfort needs and let your
icomfort system do the work. It will combine and coordinate the benefits of each
icomfort-enabled unit to deliver unparalleled comfort.
To achieve this level of performance and efficiency, the icomfort Touch must be
installed with an icomfort-enabled indoor unit. Once your home is equipped with
an icomfort system, you will enjoy:

™

Easy touchscreen operation – setting and changing your thermostat
is a snap
Cost-saving efficiency – save on your monthly energy costs (especially
during the hot summer and cold winter months)
Balanced air quality – from humidity to dryness, allergens to mold,
an icomfort system works together to optimize your air
Precise temperature control – advanced components produce consistent
temperatures throughout the home
Long-term peace of mind – rely on the best warranties Lennox has to offer
Simplified service – features designed for your installer and service
professional allow him/her to do their job quickly and effectively
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The best
of Lennox®
innovation—
with a simple
touch.

Exclusive thermostat
makes control easier than ever.
icomfort Touch™—ideally suited to your comfort level
The icomfort Touch is Lennox’ most user-friendly programmable thermostat featuring
state-of-the-art technology. Intuitive, menu-driven programming screens make it
easy to create a schedule that matches your comfort level and lifestyle needs, and
can be programmed to conserve energy. According to the U.S. Department of Energy,
a programmable thermostat can reduce home heating costs by up to 35% and
cooling costs by up to 25%.
Once you’ve chosen your settings for the day or week, the icomfort Touch
takes command and makes adjustments as needed to optimize performance—
allowing you to feel comfortable without ever having to think about it.

Home Screen
Touchscreen with blue background
and white characters allows
comfortable viewing

Digital display shows
indoor humidity levels

Large temperature
readout can be easily
seen from a distance

Status messages let you know
when the system is actively heating
or cooling and if the thermostat is
set to programmable operation

Up-and-down arrows
allow quick temperature
adjustment
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Programming Screen

Help tab gives you
simple instructions for
programming and using
the thermostat
Button-like menu makes it
easy to create a program/
schedule based on day of
the week and time of day

Maintenance Reminders

Tabbed interface lists
all options on one screen
Maintenance reminders
with dealer phone number
alert you when it’s time to
change filters and schedule
service appointments

A brand that delivers beyond
basic comfort.
Lennox has always been a leading global name in home comfort.
Today, we’re pushing beyond the traditional parameters of comfort
by setting the pace for environmentally responsible climate control.
So, when you choose Lennox, you can feel good knowing you’re
getting the best. And when you choose the Dave Lennox Signature®
Collection, you’re getting the best of the best. From the world’s first
riveted-steel furnace to the first solar-assisted heat pump, products
from the Dave Lennox Signature Collection are engineered to deliver
innovation beyond measure.

Peace-of-mind protection

Dealers you can count on

The icomfort Touch™ comes with a five-year
limited warranty.

You can trust Lennox dealers to design the
right system for your home, install it properly
and keep it running perfectly for many years to
come. Because Lennox has more than 6,000
dealers throughout North America, you can
rest assured there’s a dealer near you.

™

A system
beyond
compare.
The icomfort™ system delivers
the highest level of comfort and
savings when combined with these
Lennox® products.
G71MPP
	The quietest furnace you can buy*—and
one of the most efficient
	XC21
The most quiet and efficient
central air conditioner you can buy**

	PureAir™
Air Purification System

Matching your system
Replacing only one part of a system may
result in a mismatch that compromises energy
efficiency. For best performance, it’s generally a
good idea to replace the entire system at once.

Optimizing your system
The innovative icomfort Touch™ is designed to
integrate with the following:
Home Generator – Offers dependable
protection during unexpected power outages.
Available in a variety of sizes to meet the needs
of every home.

Cleans the air inside your home better
than any other single system you can buy

	Healthy Climate® Solutions
Industry-leading dehumidification, plus
whole-home ventilation and more
*Based on sound pressure levels during steady-state, high-fire
and low-fire operation of Lennox G71MPP-36V-070 and leading
competitive units at mid-point temperature rise and minimum
external static pressure when set up per Section 4.5.3 of AHRI 260.
**A combination of sound ratings established per AHRI’s test
standard: 270; and efficiency ratings established per AHRI’s test
standard: ANSI/AHRI 210/240-2005.
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